NEW BOOKS

Kennan and the Art of Foreign Policy
ANDERS STEPHANSON
£27.95 424 pages cloth 0-674-50265-5 June 1989

To Make A World Safe for Revolution
Cuba’s Foreign Policy
JORGE I. DOMINGUEZ
£27.95 384 pages cloth 0-674-89325-5 April 1989

The Puritan Ordeal
ANDREW DELBANCO
£23.95 320 pages cloth 0-674-74055-6 March 1989

Religious Change in America
ANDREW M. GREELEY
£19.95 144 pages cloth 0-674-75840-4 June 1989

Liberalism and the Moral Life
Edited by NANCY L. ROSENBLUM
£25.95 336 pages cloth 0-674-53020-9 October 1989

New in paperback
Leadership in the Modern Presidency
FRED I. GREENSTEIN, Editor
£11.95 440 pages 0-674-51855-1 October 1989

American Incarnation
The Individual, the Nation, and the Continent
MYRA JEHLLEN
£10.25 272 pages 0-674-02427-3 October 1989

For further information on these, or any other Harvard books, please contact the publicity department at the address below.
Now in paperback

From Peasants to Farmers
The Migration from Balestrand, Norway, to the Upper Middle West
JON GJERDE
This book examines a transatlantic chain migration and considers the social and economic conditions experienced in Europe as well as the immigrants' cultural adaptations to America.

"... an impressive achievement". Economic History Review

£11.95 net Pb 0 521 36822 7 336 pp.
Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Modern History

Now in paperback

From New Era to New Deal
Herbert Hoover, the Economists, and American Economic Policy, 1921-33
WILLIAM W. BARBER
William Barber examines the innovative approach to economic growth and stability formulated by Hoover and his associates and argues that the stereotype of Hoover as a 'do-nothing' President is far from the truth.

£9.95 net Pb 0 521 36737 9 272 pp.
Historical Perspectives on Modern Economics

Now in paperback

The Business of Research
RCA and the VideoDisc
MARGARET B. W. GRAHAM
Based on research conducted with an extraordinary degree of access to RCA files and employees, this book presents a rare inside look at a major company and the way in which it conducts the complex process of science-based innovation.

£12.95 net Pb 0 521 36821 9 272 pp.

Now in paperback

Capital Punishment and the American Agenda
FRANKLIN E. ZIMRING and GORDON HAWKINS
"... a thoughtful and provocative contribution to academic literature on the subject... which continues to have enormous significance as a symbol of the nature of the society by which it is imposed".

International and Comparative Law Quarterly

£9.95 net Pb 0 521 37863 X 214 pp.

Pornography in a Free Society
GORDON HAWKINS and FRANKLIN E. ZIMRING
During the past two decades there have been two pornography commissions in the United States. The authors look at the problem of pornography from a broad perspective and explain why it has become so controversial and divisive an issue in western nations recently.

£22.50 net 0 521 36317 9 249 pp.
Unions and Communities Under Siege
American Communities and the Crisis of Organized Labor
GORDON L. CLARK
The essential argument of this book is that the current crisis facing American unions has to be considered in terms of the immediate communal context of labour-management relations.
£30.00 net 0 521 36516 3 320 pp.
Cambridge Human Geography

Archaeological Thought in America
Edited by C. C. LAMBERG-KARLOVSKY
This is the first book seeking to separate the many strands and traditions of research to present a rounded picture of American archaeological thought in all its diversity. The contributors include many of the leading North American archaeologists of this generation.
£35.00 net 0 521 35452 8 368 pp.

Documentary Archaeology in the New World
Edited by MARY BEAUDRY
Designed to appeal to a broad spectrum of archaeologists and historians, this book outlines a fresh approach to the archaeological study of the historic cultures of North America, which places history alongside anthropology, cultural geography, and a whole range of cognate disciplines.
£37.50 net 0 521 30343 5 200 pp.
New Directions in Archaeology

Symbols of Ideal Life
Social Documentary Photography in America, 1890-1950
MAREN STANGE
Maren Stange traces the history of the documentary style of American photography and provides a provocative reassessment of the interaction between photography, political culture, and the nature of American mass consumption in the twentieth century.
£25.00 net 0 521 32441 6 296 pp. 72 illustrations
**America’s Rome**  
**Volumes I and II**  
*William L. Vance*  
This comprehensive two-volume work covers three major aspects of Roman culture — classical, Catholic, and contemporary Rome. William L. Vance explores the many ways in which American writers and artists viewed this fabulous city, and in the process both reflected and defined America’s social, political, and aesthetic concerns.  
12 colour plates £19.95  
Vol 2: 544pp. 55 b & w illus. +  
8 colour plates £19.95

**Cultivating Gentlemen**  
**The Meaning of Country Life among the Boston Elite, 1785–1860**  
*Tamara Plakins Thornton*  
In this book Tamara Plakins Thornton examines how between the Revolution and the Civil War, many merchants, lawyers and politicians of Boston’s elite took up gentleman farming and founded agricultural and horticultural societies, when previously they had been responsible for changing the Massachusetts economy from a farming to a commercial one. 256pp. 23 illus. £25.00

**Secret Ritual and Manhood in Victorian America**  
*Mark C. Carnes*  
In this book Mark C. Carnes examines why millions of Victorian American men belonged to secret societies such as the Freemasons, Odd Fellows and Knights of Pythias, whose central activity was the performance of elaborate initiations. 240 pp. 5 illus. £25.00

**Followers of the Trail**  
**Jewish Working-Class Radicals in America**  
*text & photographs by David Leviatin*  
This powerfully affecting book is an oral and photographic history of a group of politically active Jewish workers who in 1929 founded “Followers of the Trail”, a summer retreat near Peekskill, New York. 320 pp. 34 illus. £25.00

**Mexican Americans**  
**Leadership, Ideology, and Identity, 1930–1960**  
*Mario T. García*  
A pioneering and intellectual history of the Chicano leaders who emerged from the barrios of the Southwest between 1930 and 1960. García’s study not only casts new light on Chicano history, but also on the histories of American ethnicity and civil rights movements. 384 pp. 21 illus. £30.00

**Mary Austin**  
**Song of a Maverick**  
*Esther Lanigan Stineman*  
This critical biography by Esther Lanigan Stineman analyses Austin’s works in the context of her fascinating, eventful, and often tragic life. 304 pp. 25 illus. £22.50

**American Poetry**  
**The Rhetoric of Its Forms**  
*Mutlu Konuk Biasing*  
An important study that redefines poetic tradition in America. 248 pp. *Now in paper* £9.95

**Bibliography of American Literature**  
**Volume Eight: Charles Warren Stoddard to Susan B. Warner**  
Compiled by *Jacob Blanck*  
edited and completed by *Michael Winship*  
576 pp. £65.00
Recent years have witnessed a growing erosion of traditional boundaries between history and the social sciences. Women's history, history from below, quantitative history, mentalités and the longue durée, are now central concerns for historians. Sociologists have increasingly adopted historical approaches to the study of areas as diverse as crime, law and the state, education and sexuality, and reopened the large-scale comparative and historical questions which lay at the foundation of sociology in the 19th century. The Journal of Historical Sociology aims to further this rapprochement of history and the social sciences. With a distinguished editorial board of historians, sociologists and anthropologists drawn from several continents, the JHS is avowedly international and interdisciplinary. It provides a forum for the best in contemporary historical sociology, irrespective of its disciplinary provenance or theoretical standpoint.

Journal of Historical Sociology is published in March, June, September and December

Subscription Rates Volume 2, 1989
Individuals: £22.00 (UK) £30.00 (overseas) US$38.50 (N. America)
Institutions: £44.00 (UK) £51.75 (overseas) US$71.50 (N. America)

☐ Please enter my subscription to Journal of Historical Sociology/send me a sample copy

☐ I enclose cheque/money order made payable to Basil Blackwell

☐ Please charge my Access/American Express/Barclaycard/Diners Club/Mastercharge/Visa account number:

................................................ Signature .............................................................

Card expiry date ......................................

☐ For payments via the National Giro Bank, the Basil Blackwell account number is 236 6053
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If address registered with card company differs from above, please give details. Please return this form together with your payment if applicable to:

Basil Blackwell · Journals Marketing Manager,
108 Cowley Road, Oxford OX4 1JF, UK or Journals Marketing Manager,
432 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10016, USA.
PROSPECTS

EDITOR:

Jack Salzman,
Center for American Culture Studies,
Columbia University

Prospects is a multi-disciplinary journal that explores all aspects of American civilization ranging over literature, film, humor, satire, photography, music, history, art, urban studies, and sociology. Its prime concern is to publish works of criticism and scholarship that elucidate the essential nature of the American character and foster a better understanding of the American experience in a way that is informative, exciting, and provocative.

Selected papers

Why Our First Poet Was a Woman: Anne Bradstreet and the Birth of an American Voice, Patricia Caldwell

Counting the Cats in Zanzibar: American Travel Abroad in Travel Writing to 1914, Terry Caesar

A Home Away From Home: Bellefontaine Cemetery, St. Louis, and the Rural Cemetery Movement, Ruth Bohan

New York and the Origin of the Skyline, William Taylor

American Heroes and Invading Barbarians: Grant Wood’s and Thomas Hart Benton’s Response to Fascism, Cecile Whiting

Black and White and Color Photographs at the Turn of the Century, Laura Wexler

Prospects (ISSN 0361-2333) is published annually. Subscription to Volume 14, 1989 (US and Canada only): $57.00 for institutions; $35.00 for individuals

Back Volumes: 1-9 and 12-13 $57.00 each; 10-11 $65.00 each. Vols. 10-11 in two parts, all others in one part.

Send orders to:
Journals Department
Cambridge University Press
32 East 57th Street, New York, NY 10022, USA; or
The Edinburgh Building, Cambridge CB2 2RU, UK
NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS

1. All contributions and editorial correspondence should be sent to:
The Editor, Journal of American Studies, School of English and
American Studies, University of Sussex, Falmer, Brighton, BN1
9QN, England.

2. Articles should generally contain about 5,000 words. Longer or
shorter articles, or articles in two or more parts, may be accepted by
arrangement with the Editors.

3. Submission of an article is taken to imply that it has not previously
been published, and is not being considered for publication
elsewhere.

4. Contributions should be clearly typed in double spacing (including
footnotes), preferably on A4 paper, with a wide left-hand margin.
Diagrams, maps and illustrations may be included.

5. Spelling may conform either to British or American usage, providing
it is consistent throughout.

6. Footnotes should be used sparingly: in general, to give sources of
direct quotations, references to main authorities on disputable
questions, and evidence relied on for a new or unusual conclusion.
They should be numbered consecutively, and may most conveniently
be placed, in double spacing, at the end of the article.

7. For guidance on matters of style, contributors should refer either to
The Chicago Manual of Style (13th edition, 1982) or to the Journal of
American Studies Style Notes, copies of which may be obtained from
the Editors.

8. Contributors should keep one copy of the typescript for correcting
proofs.

9. Notes intended for the Editors or Printer should be on a separate
sheet.

10. First proofs may be read and corrected by contributors provided that
they can give the Editor an address through which they can be
reached without delay and can guarantee to return the corrected
proofs to the Editor, by airmail where necessary, within three days
of receiving them.

11. Corrections should be kept to an absolute minimum. They should be
confined to errors of the typist or printer unless the Editor authorizes
otherwise.

12. Contributors of articles and review essays receive 25 free offprints.
Extra copies may be ordered according to a scale of charges.

13. Contributors need not be members of the British Association for
American Studies. Unsolicited typescripts can only be returned to
overseas contributors who send International Reply Coupons (not
postage stamps).

14. Contributors of accepted articles will be asked to assign their
copyright, on certain conditions, to Cambridge University Press, to
help protect their material, particularly in the USA.
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